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Pencil Grips Starter Selection Pack
This pack of 12 grips contains one of each of our most
popular pencil grips. This mini kit will enable
you to check which grip best suits
your students. Contains one each
of the following grips:
comfort, stubbi,
standard triangular,
jumbo triangular, solo,
ridged comfort, tri-go,
claw grip medium,
large ultra, ultra,
cross-guard ultra & grotto.
Colours may vary.

Developmental Ball Grips
Developed by an OT to support individuals with difficulty
in sustaining a functional grip on a pen for
various reasons. The largest size grip
allows a claw grip on the pen, and
allows muscles that control large
grip to make the pen move. This is
more easily sustainable as an
introduction to holding a pen.
As the motor skills and eye hand
coordination for pen use
increases, the size of grip can
reduce a size down. When the
smallest size is used, this is a much
less difficult transition to a chunky
pen. Contains 5 grips from
2.5-5.5cm diameter. Red grips are
suitable for primary, yellow grip is
suitable for 12 yrs +. Notes for use included.

Writing Slope & Book Stand
This slope is designed to allow children to work at the
optimal angle to maintain good posture whilst being
able to hold a book or their work at the same time saving desk space and making reading, writing and
copying more comfortable.
This will help the child to concentrate on their work in an
organised space. The slope is modern and versatile
having a number of different uses including as a
coloured overlay for visual stress relief, a desk tidy (store
equipment underneath) or a write-on wipe-off surface.
It can easily be used with a clipboard to hold
worksheets, a word mat or notes.The slope is set at the
recommended angle of 20 degrees and has rubber
grips on the bottom to prevent the slope from moving
on the desk. The slope is smooth to encourage children
to hold their work and sit comfortably but, for children
who struggle, the slope can be used with a bulldog clip
or to secure the work in place.
A4: L35 x W30 x H13cm
A3: L35 x W45 x H13cm
Green or Multi colour
Pack of 5

Visual Stress Assessment Toolkit
This Pack provides anyone involved in detailed
assessment of the colour overlay needs of children
with a full set of information and assessment tools,
presented in a clear, easy to follow format that is
accessible to professionals and non-professionals
alike. The pack includes:
Two sets of 10 (A5) overlays in sturdy punched zip
pockets
Testing pages in two fonts.
Full easy to follow assessment instruction manual
Information on Visual Stress symptoms and
treatment
Colour preference chart
Photocopiable
recording sheets
Templates for letters to
parents and employers
Bibliography and web
links
Sturdy D-ring
presentation binder

Visual Stress Supports
Can increase reading speed by
25% or more for people who suffer
from visual stress. These overlays are
perfect for readers who benefit
from a tinted overlay. Pack of 10
assorted colours.
Highlights just a single line or paragraph
area of the page. Many people,
especially those with dyslexia, have
difficulty reading black text on
a white background. These colour-ed rulers help. Ideal for scotopic
sensitivity syndrome and related
disorders. Provided in a pack of 10 assorted
colours so each child can find which works
best. Size 21cm x 7cm.
A line finder to help guide people
with dyslexia down a page of
text. Simply slot in one of the
coloured strips to make reading
easier. Reads text size upto 14pt.
Size: 17cmL x 5cmW. Pack of 10
with 5 coloured strips.
Many children with handwriting
difficulties enter a new world of
neatness when they write on tinted
paper. A5, 48 pages. Soft grey rules
and guidelines. 10 pack including 2
each of 5 colours: yellow, grass,
aqua, sky and pink.
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The Dyslexia Pocketbook Guide

The Dyscalculia Assessment Book
Dyscalculia is a specific learning disability involving
difficulty in acquiring numeracy skills. A significant group
of children fail to progress beyond counting in ones; they
cannot calculate efficiently or learn their tables. This
assessment tool is designed to explore which aspects of
numeracy the child is struggling to acquire. The evidence
from the assessment can then be used to draw up a
personalized teaching plan. With clear, step-by-step
instructions alongside photocopiable or downloadable
assessment sheets, this book
contains what you need to
pinpoint a child's difficulties with
numeracy, and use that info
to help the child progress.
The Assessment is ideal for use
with primary school children, but
can easily be adapted for older
students, and is invaluable for
Special Needs Coordinators,
Teaching Assistants, and teachers
supporting students with maths
difficulties in their class.
A4 size, 224 pages.

If you would like a better grasp of what dyslexia is; if
you're seeking a helpful guide to the multiplicity of
approaches to dyslexia; if you need tools and
techniques for teaching dyslexic learners - then look
no further! It's all here in this handy 128 page guide,
along with much more!

The Dyscalculia Activity Toolkit Book
Written by an expert in Maths learning difficulties, these
books offer 10 lessons, structured to provide a
comprehensive plan to teachers or teaching assistants
on assisting learners with maths difficulties.
Whether due to dyscalculia
or other learning difficulties,
these exercises, with a CD
with photocopy
worksheets and resources,
will be very valuable in the
classroom.
A Kit is available
separately which provides
the counters, cards, and
hands-on materials to make
the most of your book.
This is Book 1.
Includes a CD, 200 activities
40 Games and is ideal for
ages 7 - 14.

Dyscalculia Lesson Plans - Book 1 & 2
Written by an expert in Maths learning difficulties, these
books offer 10 lessons, structured to provide a
comprehensive plan to teachers or teaching assistants
on assisting learners with maths difficulties. Whether due
to dyscalculia or other learning difficulties, these
exercises, with a CD with photocopy worksheets and
resources, will be very valuable in the classroom.
Book 1 Key areas covered
include: Number bonds to 10,
place value, pattern
recognition, and
understanding number lines.
Book 2 Key areas covered
include: times tables,
subtraction, division and
fractions.
A Kit is available separately
which provides the counters,
cards, and hands-on
materials to make the most
of your book - see below.

The Dyscalculia Lesson Plans Kit - Includes Book 1 & 2
This kit has been designed to help you to deliver the Dyscalculia
Lesson Plans in both Book 1 and Book 2 and can also be used
independently to support children with mathematical learning
difficulties. It contains a range of hands-on resources that will
help your children to develop their mathematical
understanding and enable them to get the most out of your
lesson time using a good variety of concrete materials.
Contains: 100 x sticky dots, 50 x coloured counters, Snakes and
Ladders Gameboard, 20 x A7 blank cards, write-on wipe-off
dice, 0-9 dice, standard dice, 0-9 foam coloured numbers (50
mm), 0-100 number cards, A7 red and blue cards, cuisenaire
rods, dominoes set and feely bag.
Written by an expert in Maths learning difficulties, these books
offer 10 lessons, structured to provide a comprehensive plan to
teachers or teaching assistants on assisting learners with maths
difficulties.
Whether due to dyscalculia or other learning difficulties, these
exercises, with a CD with photocopyable worksheets and
resources, will be very valuable in the classroom.
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Easi-Speak Recording Microphone
The sleek and stylish Easi-Speak Pro is a recording
microphone, ideal for use in classrooms. Record your
own lessons, or improve learning new languages, or
record voice notes and answers instead of writing perfect for struggling writers.
It includes a single touch record button, simple playback
(WAV or MP3), integrated USB and rechargeable battery.
LCD screen with a menu system,
showing the track number
playing, battery life, memory
status and recording
format. Dual headphone
sockets for private
playback, and a belt
clip to attach to
clothing.
Technical Specification:
128MB Memory,
Rechargeable, Record
WAV or MP3 files.
Saver packs of 5 or 10 also available.

Microspeak Digital Recorder
Enhance mainstream learning, or support people with
learning difficulties. Record instantly with the press of a
button and play back immediately via the built-in
speaker. High Definition recordings are made in
uncompressed WAV format to ensure impressive
recording sound quality.
512MB or 6 hours recording time
LCD screen for simple navigation
Large buttons; USB sockets
Rechargeable battery
Volume control
Earphone socket
Audio Editing software
USB-Charger Adaptor
Charge one MicroSpeak from a mains
power socket or purchase the special
unit to charge 7 at one time in a class

Pro Version also available!
2GB and 24hr recording time
Smart grey colour

WordShark 5

StarSpell 3

WordShark 5 combines the excitement of computer
games with the serious task of learning to read and
spell. Includes 10,000 pre-recorded words (or add your
own word lists) and is designed to assist those with
specific learning difficulties or dyslexia. Suitable for
home and school use, and all ages. Offers mulitiple
user profiles so children can work at their own pace and
keep a record. Over 60 games using sound, graphics
and text, to teach and reinforce
word recognition and spelling,
it includes a high quality
phonics programme,
onset and rhyme,
homophones, spelling rules,
common letter patterns,
visual and auditory patterns,
prefixes, suffixes, roots, word
division, high frequency words,
use of words in context,
alphabet and dictionary skills
and more.

StarSpell is extremely popular software for teaching
spelling and reading. Its approach is through positive
reinforcement, and the non-gimmicky style makes it
equally suited to mainstream and special needs
education, for adult learners as well as children. It
includes a Phonics section which is designed for use
with interactive whiteboards. A wide collection of word
lists at a variety of levels is included, or you can add
your own to practice. Enhanced network installation
options. Downloadable only.
1 User or Site Licenses available.

1 or 5 User PC/Mac, or Network License for 10, 20, 30, 60

Penfriend
Penfriend XP is a powerful tool for those with dyslexia or physical
disabilities, adding word prediction, speech and an on-screen keyboard
to almost any other software. It helps with spelling, confidence and speed
of composing text. It will also read out almost any text, such as web pages
or word documents. Penfriend will work with your word processor and tries
to guess the word you are typing. It also learns the words you use
frequently and recently, so it improves as you use it. This information is
saved for each individual user, together with individual settings. In
addition, it is easy for teachers to select preferences, edit children's
lexicons and add topic specific vocabulary.

Penfriend

Penfriend XL has all the features of XP plus the following: Screen Reading
with Text Magnification, Word Prediction, On Screen Keyboards, and
Switch Access
Penfriend Portable is ideal for taking between classrooms
at school, around work, or taking home in the evening.
The USB Penfriend software requires no installation, &
can be used on machines with stricter administrative policies than for other software. Simply plug
in the USB stick, double click on the icon, and it
works! No installers, no networks, no delays.
Available in XL or XP version.
CD or Portable USB. Discounted Additional Licenses
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ClaroRead
ClaroRead Standard supports reading and writing, and is suitable for all ages and abilities. It
can speak practically any on-screen text out loud, and is perfectly integrated with Word. A
wide range of
visual tools are included to colour, highlight, and focus on text as it is spoken by the computer.
ClaroRead Plus improves written accuracy and offers a homophone
and tricky word dictionary, font and spacing flexibility, a thesaurus,
spell checker button and a 'save to audio file' function so you can
listen to the text later. It also has a talking calculator. There are male
or female human sounding voices and spoken words can be
highlighted to help develop reading comprehension.
ClaroRead Pro includes powerful technology that will scan and
convert any publication into an editable PDF that can be read out
loud with colour highlighting. ClaroRead Pro ensures that any
scanned or inaccessible document will be perfectly reproduced
with all pictures, diagrams, columns and text intact.
ClaroRead SE is a simple and discreet floating toolbar that adds text
to speech in Word, Internet Explorer and other programs, and as you
type. It will grey out sentences not being spoken to allow the user to
concentrate on the sentence being read. It can convert text into an
audio files for later use.

Screen Ruler
Ruler & Colour
Tinter to keep
focus while
reading

ClaroCapture
Study tool
captures any
text and helps
to organise it

Please see our
website for details
on all the versions,
and a comparison
chart of
all features.

ClaroIdeas
Claro AudioNote Audio Converter
Mind-mapping Record lectures Convert entire
batches of
tool for
straight into notes
documents into
planning, study
& listen to
audio files
& more
recordings

Dragon Naturally Speaking
For people with limited typing ability due to
spelling difficulty or a physical impairment, voice
input is a rapid and effective means of typing and
controlling your entire computer. Dragon provides
a powerful alternative access method for those
who can speak English clearly.
Dragon Premium's powerful dictation gives you
the power to turn your voice into text, three times
faster than the average keyboard typist. Dragon
learns the words and phrases you use the most,
spelling even difficult words and names correctly.
The latest features include new options for using
social media or email, such as the voice
command "Post to Facebook 'Looking forward to
soccer tonight!' "
With a built in tutorial, voice calibration exercises and
a vast online user community, there is much support
available in this widely used application.
Not recommended for 2nd language English
speakers with a very strong accent, or for people
who need to write in any other language.
Windows or Mac versions available.
1, 5, 10 User Licenses Available

Talking
Calculator

Echoes back
numbers and
answers

Venturer Reader
For students who find reading slow
or difficult, this package has been
carefully chosen in partnership with an
SA provincial department of education.

Only from
Inclusive
Solutions!

Includes
ClaroRead - reading & writing support
Qfrency SA Voice - local language
text-to-speech voice
Microsoft Office 365*
VLC Media Player
Google Chrome Browser with
ClaroRead Extension for reading web
content
Laptop Specifications
11.6" Windows Touch Screen 2-in-1
Laptop with detachable keyboard
for Tablet Mode
Windows 10 Home
Intel Atom Quad-Core Processor
4GB RAM, 96GB Hard Drive
PLUS these accessories
USB Mouse - for easy text
selection
Easi-Headphones - for
easy classroom listening
Laptop Pouch - to
protect your laptop
*requires subscription
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